The laminar boundary layer theory has been involved in two domains of transport phenomena: (i) steady-state flow (via Blasius eq.) and (ii) unsteady state flow and/or nonflow (via Newton, Fourier and/or Fick's equations). Listed partial differential equations with the similarity of solutions enable the substitution of the observed phenomena by only one-second order differential equation. Consequently, an approach established on the general polynomial solution is described. Numerical verification of the concept is presented. Experimental notifications are documented. Finally, the new simulation strategy is suggested.
Introduction
Nowadays it is mostly clear, that diverse experiments and events which appeared under various laminar boundary layers [1] [2] [3] need new easy-to-use, inexpensive and accurate simulation strategy.
Partial differential equations usually define the laminar transport phenomena. The techniques such as methods of combination of variables and/or separation of variables, a method of sinusoidal response, integral methods, etc., which transform the solving of the partial differential equation into a problem of solving one or more ordinary differential equations are well defined [4] [5] [6] [7] . Here, the nearby strategy has been enforced but in the more general way.
The starting idea for this approach [8] was taken from well known: (i) Prandtl's two theories regarding the laminar film adjacent to a solid boundary (1 st the fluid touching the solid boundary has zero velocity with respect to the wall, and 2 nd a layer of fluid adjacent to the solid boundary moves in a laminar motion), as well as (ii) simple von Kármán integral method [5] [6] [7] .
The generally known problem in the application of integral methods is the definition of satisfactory distribution for velocity, temperature and/or concentration [6, 7] . The corresponding situation commonly limits the certain distribution. When the terms are changed, we need more suitable distribution. To avoid this obstacle, the second order differential equation with the general polynomial solution is proposed in this paper.
The original form of the presented equation was given in 1992 [8] . Over time, this equation has been refined so that its final shape was established in 1995 [9] . In the last 20 years, this equation has been applied to experiments in the field of materials science and engineering [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Finally, this article presents the complete strategy for solving the governing laminar boundary layer equations as Blasius, Newton, Fourier, and Fick, that are usually used for materials processing simulation.
Mathematical formulation
As indicated in the literature [7] , the boundary layer theory could be applied in two domains of transport phenomena: steady-state flow (via Blasius eq.) and unsteady state flow and/or nonflow (via Newton, Fourier and/or Fick's equations.). These partial differential equations with the similarity of solutions enable the substitution of the observed phenomena by only one-second order differential equation, N from → m (see Table 1 .) Core Criterion:
; is whole number or fraction, belongs [0,]; Table 1 .). Here, the solutions of eq. 1. are families of polynomial curves grouped in the four regions: 0;1/2, 1/2;1, 1;3/2 and 3/2;2 with appropriate N and (m) whole numbers and/or fractions are given in Table 1 . 
when (m)  0: 
Coding of laminar boundary layers
The Flux Gradient (FG-code) [4] [5] [6] [7] of the quantity  change inside laminar boundary layer, can be defined, from the equation (1), as:
Generally, two forms of laminar layers are possible, when: (a) FG is constant along the referent axis, (examples of the layers over a flat plate and rotating disk) and (b) FG is variable, (an example of laminar entrance region flow). Every position of  has its corresponding distribution.
Analogous coding for unsteady state boundary layers is also possible.
Verification
The example of exact solutions for simultaneous heat, mass and momentum transfer according to boundary layer theory [7] is used as a confirmation of this concept.
Example. The sharp-edged semi-infinite flat plate of volatile solid A sublimes, into the tangential flow of the gaseous stream of A and B. We have mass transfer into the stream under steady conditions, knowing that species B is presented only in the gas phase. For the uniform temperature and gas composition along the plate surface, we must determine the profiles of velocity, temperature, and concentration in the laminar boundary layer. (see Fig. 1 Comparison of results calculated from laminar boundary layer theory [7] and the proposed method for 2'(0, Λ, K) and '(0, Λ, 0) are given in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. (a,b,c,d,e) [7] and the proposed method. [7] ( ) Proposed method, when m = F/D = 2 and [7] and the proposed method. Also, this concept has been experimentally verified in the field of materials science and engineering: gas carburizing [8] , CVD processes [9] , phenomena of external and internal surfaces of micro solids [10] , diffusion into filler metal [11] , dislocations flow [12] , hillocks growth [13] etc.
Concluding remarks
Simulation of multi-dimensional simultaneous transport phenomena under laminar conditions needs a considerable computation time often with faulty assumptions. Contrary, expensive and long-term experimental validation is not always a good confirmation for numerical results. Consequently, the new, much more lifelike and realistic simulation strategy, presented in Fig. 3 is suggested.
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the simulation strategy.
Exact data of starting experiment or event give the "real" distribution (φ) as opposite to an approximate distribution (θ), eq. (2). When necessary, the difference (φ -) could be minimized by: (a) continuous correction of the diffusivity () when ) ,
and/or (b) standard iterative methods [15] . Presented flexible, iterative system for the following experimental events needs further numerical improvement and modification. 
